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LIGHT FINGERING, FULLY BEADED
This version has beaded picots, beads between every 
eyelet and a beaded picot bind-off. The subtle 
variegation and soft colour works really well with 
tonal beads. It’s a glamorous knit for day, and a 
perfect evening scarf. The beads and silk in the yarn 
give a fantastic drape. The beads twinkle softly, 
picking up the sheen of the yarn.

YARN
Whimzy Silkie, 50% superwash merino, 50% silk; 
400m/440yds per 100g skein. 1 x Finnick. 
For the sample, 3g of yarn was leftover.

BEADS
To match yarn, from a selection at Handmade Nest, 
London, Size 6, approximately 30g. Used 400 beads. 
(Allow at least 450 for normal bead faults/losses).

SIZE
97 picots along bottom edge. Wet blocked to 
163cm/64” x 23cm/9”, excluding picots.
After drying & unpinning, the silk content has 
allowed it to stretch to 180cm/72” x 22cm/9”.

GAUGE
22 sts x 44 rows after blocking, over 10 cm square in 
garter stitch with 3.75mm/US 5 needles.

LIGHT FINGERING, MOSTLY BEADED
The picots are all beaded, but only every other eyelet 
is beaded. I didn’t want a super-sparkly scarf in a 
daytime yarn, so I chose “oily” beads. I wanted the 
beads to pick out the colours in the yarn but ensure 
the yarn is the main event. I went down a needle size 
because the yarn is fine and smooth. Also, with the 
larger 150g skein I knew I had plenty yarn.

YARN
Wollmeise Twin, 80% superwash merino, 20% nylon; 
466m/510yds per 150g skein. 1 x shade 42.
I was quite cautious about making sure I had enough 
yarn left for the border and bind off - I had 10g left.

BEADS
I mixed up two packs and picked out the shades that 
matched the yarn. Used approx 300 beads.
Debbie Abrahams, size 6, approx 500 per packet
1 packet x Slick 605
1 packet x Rainbow 608

SIZE
98 picots along bottom edge. Steamed lightly.
180cm/72” x 22cm/9”, excluding picots.

GAUGE
22 sts x 44 rows over 10 cm square in garter stitch 
with 3.5mm/US 4 needles.
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4PLY, LIGHTLY BEADED
Only the picots along the bottom edge are beaded 
here, with subtle matt beads. It keeps the scarf firmly 
in the daytime camp - a bright pop of colour for 
Autumn. The border has eyelets and a plain cast off. 
A simple finish. The gauge is a little firmer, keeping 
it cosy with a denser fabric.

YARN
Fyberspates Vivacious 4ply, 100% superwash merino; 
365m/399yds per 100g skein. 1 x Mixed Magentas.

BEADS
Debbie Abrahams, size 6, approx 500 per packet
1 x Frosted Lilac 10ma. Used approx 100 beads.

SIZE
93 picots along bottom edge. Steamed lightly.
155cm/61” x 18cm/7”, excluding picots.
The tighter gauge, slightly heavier yarn and shorter 
yardage create a slightly smaller, cosy scarf.

GAUGE
24 sts x 48 rows over 10 cm square in garter stitch 
with 3.25mm/US 3 needles.

4PLY, UNBEADED
This unique yarn works well at a very loose gauge 
because of the mohair halo. Consequently, it makes a 
longer scarf with a shorter amount of yarn, and 
blocks long too as the silk slides. The jewel-like 
colours and glowing silk need no beads.

YARN
Fyberspates Faery Wings, 67% silk, 23% kid mohair, 
10% nylon; 350m/383yds per 100g skein. 
1 x gorgeous colour of your choice.

SIZE
89 picots along bottom edge. Wet blocked. After 
blocking, 2m/80” x 22cm/9”, excluding picots.

GAUGE
18 sts x 36 rows to 10cm in garter stitch after 
blocking, with 4.5mm/US 7 needles.
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